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by marcus stewart on nov 29 2023 at 12 18 pm remakes tend to be more exciting than remasters because the improvements often go
beyond mere bumps in resolution or framerate at best studios reimagine classic experiences in exciting new ways sand away rough edges
and somehow retain the intangible x factors that made fans fall in love with 20 tv shows and movies getting a remake or reboot in 2022
published mar 01 2022 at 12 49 pm est updated mar 01 2022 at 3 51 pm est by samuel spencer follow the reboot industrial complex in this
article after the success of the resident evil 2 3 and 4 remakes capcom has confirmed plans to continue the trend although stopped short of
announcing which resident evil game is a remaster is generally an upscaling of graphics and performance whereas a remake is a complete
redesign starting from scratch this development in the persona universe is a testament to the enduring love and enthusiasm from the fans
metal gear solid delta snake eater 2024 long considered to be the definitive game in the series metal gear solid 3 snake eater is getting the
grand remake treatment and is currently so whether you re feeling cynical about this year s offerings or optimistic about the second swings
filmmakers are taking here are the biggest reboots and remakes coming in 2024 mean girls from dune to shrek behold our list of film reboots
and remakes in development over the years that den of geek has been going we ve regularly been charting the assortment of reboots and by
chaim gartenberg sep 9 2021 8 15 pm utc the legendary star wars roleplaying game knights of the old republic is getting a ps5 remake sony
announced today at its 2021 fall showcase by justin fernandez february 13 2023 the best upcoming video game remakes offer impressive
visuals and gameplay designed to appeal to both new and returning fans these types of game releases are becoming increasingly popular
resulting in 2024 being packed with new video game remakes published 31 october 2022 cyan announced the modern remake of the
adventure game classic on riven s 25th anniversary comments on the 25th anniversary of the release of riven the sequel to what are you in
for with contemporary takes on retro titles we break down the differences between remakes and remasters to help you understand what you
re buying before you press start by september 9 2021 star wars knights of the old republic remake is the legendary tale remade on
playstation 5 85 0 509 aspyr media lucasfilm games and sie are remaking the classic rpg from the ground up for the modern age ryan
treadwell lead producer aspyr media published jan 6 2023 resident evil is a promising franchise with the possibility of new remakes and
mainline installments far into the future the assumption is that capcom is potentially going 1 all quiet on the western front 2022 r 148 min
action drama war 7 8 rate 76 metascore a young german soldier s terrifying experiences and distress on the western front during world war i
director edward berger stars felix kammerer albrecht schuch aaron hilmer moritz klaus votes 245 721 watch on netflix with subscription is
harry potter getting a reboot harry potter yes warner bros discovery officially announced on april 12 that a new max original is in the works
rebooting the harry potter franchise the series will once again follow the guidance of the books but this time over the course of seven
seasons with other fromsoftware games such as demon s souls and the original dark souls getting a remake and numerous ports respectively
hope has been kept alive for now fromsoftware fans will have posted dec 17 2023 10 04 am just before the one piece anime s final saga
begins it was announced that a new remake of the beloved manga is currently in development for netflix by attack on resident evil 1 remake
in late 2021 the resident evil movie series is getting a reboot that is said to be much more faithful to the story of the original resident evil
video games ewan moore published 08 39 4 mar 2024 gmt as much as i love every game in the fallout series there s something extra special
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about fallout new vegas developer obsidian took what bethesda had done with fallout 3 and made a much tighter rpg heavy experience that
it was made in just 18 months is frankly a miracle nbc by brian boone updated aug 30 2023 1 29 pm est reboots revivals remakes and
reimaginings of tv favorites across genres and target audiences from recent and not so recent years
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the big list of upcoming video game remakes Apr 16 2024 by marcus stewart on nov 29 2023 at 12 18 pm remakes tend to be more exciting
than remasters because the improvements often go beyond mere bumps in resolution or framerate at best studios reimagine classic
experiences in exciting new ways sand away rough edges and somehow retain the intangible x factors that made fans fall in love with
20 tv shows and movies getting a remake or reboot in 2022 Mar 15 2024 20 tv shows and movies getting a remake or reboot in 2022
published mar 01 2022 at 12 49 pm est updated mar 01 2022 at 3 51 pm est by samuel spencer follow the reboot industrial complex
capcom confirms more resident evil remakes are coming ign Feb 14 2024 in this article after the success of the resident evil 2 3 and 4
remakes capcom has confirmed plans to continue the trend although stopped short of announcing which resident evil game is
persona remakes confirmed inside look at persona 2 and Jan 13 2024 a remaster is generally an upscaling of graphics and
performance whereas a remake is a complete redesign starting from scratch this development in the persona universe is a testament to the
enduring love and enthusiasm from the fans
every upcoming video game remake and remaster gamespot Dec 12 2023 metal gear solid delta snake eater 2024 long considered to
be the definitive game in the series metal gear solid 3 snake eater is getting the grand remake treatment and is currently
the biggest movie reboots and remakes coming in 2024 Nov 11 2023 so whether you re feeling cynical about this year s offerings or
optimistic about the second swings filmmakers are taking here are the biggest reboots and remakes coming in 2024 mean girls
121 movie remakes and reboots currently in the works Oct 10 2023 from dune to shrek behold our list of film reboots and remakes in
development over the years that den of geek has been going we ve regularly been charting the assortment of reboots and
star wars knights of the old republic is getting a remake Sep 09 2023 by chaim gartenberg sep 9 2021 8 15 pm utc the legendary star
wars roleplaying game knights of the old republic is getting a ps5 remake sony announced today at its 2021 fall showcase
best upcoming video game remakes 2024 and beyond gamingscan Aug 08 2023 by justin fernandez february 13 2023 the best
upcoming video game remakes offer impressive visuals and gameplay designed to appeal to both new and returning fans these types of
game releases are becoming increasingly popular resulting in 2024 being packed with new video game remakes
riven the sequel to myst is getting a remake pc gamer Jul 07 2023 published 31 october 2022 cyan announced the modern remake of the
adventure game classic on riven s 25th anniversary comments on the 25th anniversary of the release of riven the sequel to
remakes vs remasters what to expect when classic games Jun 06 2023 what are you in for with contemporary takes on retro titles we
break down the differences between remakes and remasters to help you understand what you re buying before you press start by
star wars knights of the old republic remake is the May 05 2023 september 9 2021 star wars knights of the old republic remake is the
legendary tale remade on playstation 5 85 0 509 aspyr media lucasfilm games and sie are remaking the classic rpg from the ground up for
the modern age ryan treadwell lead producer aspyr media
resident evil 5 and re6 will be very different remakes if Apr 04 2023 published jan 6 2023 resident evil is a promising franchise with
the possibility of new remakes and mainline installments far into the future the assumption is that capcom is potentially going
all upcoming movie remakes reboots 2018 2022 imdb Mar 03 2023 1 all quiet on the western front 2022 r 148 min action drama war 7
8 rate 76 metascore a young german soldier s terrifying experiences and distress on the western front during world war i director edward
berger stars felix kammerer albrecht schuch aaron hilmer moritz klaus votes 245 721 watch on netflix with subscription
harry potter reboot release cast and everything we know Feb 02 2023 is harry potter getting a reboot harry potter yes warner bros
discovery officially announced on april 12 that a new max original is in the works rebooting the harry potter franchise the series will once
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again follow the guidance of the books but this time over the course of seven seasons
fromsoftware s miyazaki responds to calls for bloodborne Jan 01 2023 with other fromsoftware games such as demon s souls and the original
dark souls getting a remake and numerous ports respectively hope has been kept alive for now fromsoftware fans will have
the one piece is a new anime remake of the beloved ign Nov 30 2022 posted dec 17 2023 10 04 am just before the one piece anime s final
saga begins it was announced that a new remake of the beloved manga is currently in development for netflix by attack on
which resident evil games will be remade next and when Oct 30 2022 resident evil 1 remake in late 2021 the resident evil movie series is
getting a reboot that is said to be much more faithful to the story of the original resident evil video games
fallout new vegas remake teased this is not a drill Sep 28 2022 ewan moore published 08 39 4 mar 2024 gmt as much as i love every game
in the fallout series there s something extra special about fallout new vegas developer obsidian took what bethesda had done with fallout 3
and made a much tighter rpg heavy experience that it was made in just 18 months is frankly a miracle
upcoming tv reboots you didn t know were in the works Aug 28 2022 nbc by brian boone updated aug 30 2023 1 29 pm est reboots
revivals remakes and reimaginings of tv favorites across genres and target audiences from recent and not so recent years
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